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QUESTION 1

An administrator issues the WRKSYSACT command on a system partition using dedicated processors and the following
result displays: Current processing capacity 2 

What does the current processing capacity value indicate? 

A. The percentage of CPU currently available for system jobs. 

B. The share of the physical processors in the pool it is running. 

C. The number of processing units currently assigned to the partition. 

D. The number of virtual processors that are currently active in the partition. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What is required of all user profiles that use objects in an independent ASP? 

A. Users must have authority to the ASP device description. 

B. Users must be a member of the group profile that owns the ASP. 

C. The ASP group name must be specified in the initial library list. 

D. The users need to be part of the QASPGRP authorization list to allow access. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which object has the Routing Entry Compare Data that is used by the subsystem to route a job? 

A. Class 

B. Job Description 

C. Routing Directory 

D. Workstation Entries 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

An IBM i 7.1 partition has a system ASP that has a combination of Solid State Drive (SSD) units and Hard Disk Drive
(HDD) units. The system administrator needs to permanently migrate the logical files that are randomly accessed by the
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application jobs to the SSDs. 

What is the appropriate method for identifying the most randomly accessed logical and physical files? 

A. Query the table QSYS2/SYSIXSTAT for files with logical reads greater than U and sequence in descending order. 

B. Use WRKACTJOB command to identify the application jobs.For each job, select option 5=Work with, then 14.Display
open files, if active, than press Fl 1. 

C. From Performance Tools, generate a system report to an output file.Query the output file for logical files with random
reads greater than U and sort in descending order. 

D. Trace the accessed file data using the TRCASPBAL SET(*ON) ASP(l) command.Print the report with the command
PRTTRCRPTTYPE (*FILE) QRDER(*DESC), and look for Random Reads/sec. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An audit requires a listing of programs that inherit authority greater than the authority of the submitting user. Which
option in the Securely Tools menu will accomplish the task? 

A. Option 21 - Adopting objects 

B. Option 38- Object authority 

C. Option 40 - Program authority 

D. Option 42- User profile authority 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

An administrator needs to change the IP address used for the Operations Console LAN connection to the Power 720 50
that it resides on the main network. 

What must the administrator do to complete this task? 

A. Enable console takeover and recovery as the connection now goes through a network switch. 

B. Access the control panel with function 65-21 and reset the console device discovery sequence. 

C. Reset the console device ID, change the adapter address and recreate the Operations Console connection. 

D. Reconfigure the connection in Operations Console with a new registered DNS name that points to the new IP
address. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7
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An administrator needs to access the HMC remotely from a browser on a desktop. When user ID "hscroot" is used, the
authentication is successful. However, when user ID "admin" is used, the authentication fails, even though the ID has
hmc super user as the Task Role. The user "admin" can sign on locally at the HMC. 

What is the likely cause of the problem? 

A. The web access password for "admin" is expired. 

B. Only user "hscroot" has authority to the ETH1 device. 

C. The user "admin" is not a member of the "webadmin" group. 

D. Allow Remote Access via the Web has not been checked for the user id "admin." 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

The threshold limit has been reached for the system ASP on a system running IBM i 7.1 . There are some disk units
configured to a user ASP available. Business continuing policy prevents the administrator from stopping the system.
How could the system administrator correct the storage problem in the system ASP? 

A. Increase the ASP threshold above the currently utilized storage. 

B. Concurrently remove available disk units from user ASP using the "Remove units from configuration" SST option and
add them to system ASP. 

C. Switch to the backup system using an HA solution and restart the original system to DST. Remove the available disk
units from user ASP and add them to system ASP. 

D. Initiate a control panel function 21 to activate DST on the system console for the affected partition. Use the DST
feature to compress the parity stripe to increase available storage. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator needs to determine the level of firmware running on an IBM i 7.1 system. How is this done? 

A. Using the DSPFMWSTS command.The firmware levels on the system are presented in the resulting display. 

B. In DST/SST start the Hardware Service Manager.Use P16 to print the hardware configuration.The active firmware
level is provided in the report heading. 

C. In DST/SST start the Hardware Service Manager.Select "Packaging Hardware Resources" option.The firmware level
is displayed in the heading of the resulting panel. 

D. In Operations Navigator, right-click on the system and select "Properties." On the resulting panel, click the "Service"
tab.The firmware level is on the resulting panel. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 10

An administrator needs to have a selected group of users run their batch jobs at priority 40, instead of the default of 50.
in the QBATCH subsystem. In what work management object can the default run priority be specified for a group of
jobs? 

A. Class 

B. Pouting Entry 

C. Job Description 

D. Subsystem Description 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

A company has acquired a new system to handle data warehousing workload, but its IP address has not yet been
added to the DNS server. The administrator added an lP address for this system into host table entry of the local
system. 

When attempting to connect using the host name, the connection fails. Using the IP address to connect works normally. 

What will resolve this issue? 

A. Add the gateway IP address to the local host table. 

B. Set the name resolution to *LOCAL on the TCP/IP Domain screen. 

C. Set the name resolution to *RMTONLY on the TCP/IP Domain screen. 

D. Specify the fully qualified name of the remote system when attempting to communicate with it. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

An administrator has been asked to install the following PTF packages from DVD. SF99710 Cumulative PTF Package
SF99627 Electronic Service Agent Group SF99707 Technology Refresh SF99708 Group Security SF99709 Group
HIPER 

Using Option 8 (Install Program Temporary Fix Package) on the GO PTF menu, how can the administrator install all of
the above PTFs in the shortest possible time? 

A. Install all packages as a multiple volume PTF set. 

B. Install SF99710 Cumulative PTF Package as it contains all of the other PTFs. 

C. Load and permanently apply the cumulative package followed by each of the group PTFs. 

D. Install the Technology Refresh first, IPL, then install the remaining packages as a group. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

A new sales user attempts to sign on to the system. The user is immediately signed oft. The users job log contains the
message CPE981 0: Library SALESLIB not found. 

All sales applications are located in the ASP named SALES. 

Which parameter should the administrator set in the user profile to correct this error? 

A. JOBD 

B. GRPPRE 

C. INLIBL 

D. INLASPGRP 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

During a migration the system is mistakenly IPLed. The data migration is successfully resumed and completed. 

When the administrator runs the RSTAUT command, no authorities are restored. What is the most likely cause of the
problem? 

A. The RCLSTG command was not run before the data restore was resumed. 

B. The storage management directory was overlayed as a result of the IPL. 

C. The INZSYS command was not successfully run before restoring authorities. 

D. The private authority table loaded by the RSTUSRPRF command was automatically deleted by the system IPL. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

What is the correct command to save objects which are stored in the root file system? 

A. SAV 

B. SAVES 

C. SAVDLO 

D. SAVOBJ 

Correct Answer: A 
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